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Women seeking abortion more likely to end up in poverty

“Women seeking abortion reported economic hardships at the time of abortion seeking—half (51%) were living below 100% of the federal poverty level” (Foster para 12).

Effective in the execution and description of results

● Doctors' concerns about the reversal of Roe vs Wade
● “Many other researchers, would be leaving or not pursuing professional opportunities in abortion-restricting states.” (Langin para. 4).
● Effective in provoking certain feelings through logos and ethos.
Roubein, Rachel, and McKenzie Beard. "It was a Pretty Good Election Day for Abortion Rights: Voters Sided with Abortion Rights in Michigan and Kentucky." ProQuest, Nov 09, 2022,

- Americans want abortion access
- “In Republican-leaning Kentucky, an amendment explicitly stating that nothing in the state constitution creates a right to an abortion is projected for defeat with an estimated 86 percent of votes counted.” (Roubein para 7).
- Effective in relaying the political shift in Americans who want abortion access.

- Gen Z is going to take a stand for abortion
- "There is some evidence that a slightly greater percentage of Gen Z Americans support abortion rights than previous generations" (Grose para 10).
- Successful in portraying the shift in voice
Comparative Narrative

- In favor of abortion
- Demographic
- Women seeking abortion more likely to face economic hardships
- It should be a choice
Thank you!

Any questions?